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ABSTRACT 

When any product or material is about for 

production it must fulfil the requirements of the 

client. To satisfy the demand or request of a client, 

the team manufacturing the material must be 

conscious of the quality. As every industry or 

company like how significant the production and 

manufacturing is equivalent to the importance of 

the quality. The nature of the product is given for 

numerous examinations and after several tests, the 

product is obtained at last. Then the rigour of the 

error during the quality inspection is also analyzed. 

So the analysis of the fault can help diagnose the 

fault and give out the products with the best 

quality. To serve the company to develop in a good 

standard the fault can be identified and diagnosed 

in the right way to implement the good quality of 

product and satisfying the client requirement. 

Therefore we are using a voting classifier algorithm 

in ensemble learning that helps in characterizing 

the severity of the fault to bypass the mass quality 

less production that becomes an enormous decline 

for the company. Depending upon the output, the 

company decides to advance with the process. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Ensemble modeling is a powerful way to 

improve the performance of your model. It usually 

pays off to apply ensemble learning over and above 

various models you might be building. Time and 

again, people have used ensemble models in 

competitions and benefited from it. 

Ensemble learning is a broad topic and is only 

confined by your own imagination. For the purpose 

of this article, I will cover the basic concepts and 

ideas of ensemble modeling. This should be 

enough for you to start building ensembles at your 

own end. As usual, we have tried to keep things as 

simple as possible. 

You can also enrol in this free course on Ensemble 

Learning techniques to learn the techniques 

systematically and in detail: Ensemble Learning 

and Ensemble Learning Techniques 

Let’s quickly start with an example to understand 

the basics of Ensemble learning. This example will 

bring out, how we use ensemble model every day 

without realizing that we are using ensemble 

modeling. 

Example: I want to invest in a company XYZ. I am 

not sure about its performance though. So, I look 

for advice on whether the stock price will increase 

more than 6% per annum or not? I decide to 

approach various experts having diverse domain 

experience: 

1. Employee of Company XYZ: This person knows 

the internal functionality of the company and have 

the insider information about the functionality of 

the firm. But he lacks a broader perspective on how 

are competitors innovating, how is the technology 

evolving and what will be the impact of this 

evolution on Company XYZ’s product. In the past, 

he has been right 70% times. 

2. Financial Advisor of Company XYZ: This 

person has a broader perspective on how 

companies strategy will fair of in this competitive 

environment. However, he lacks a view on how the 

company’s internal policies are fairing off. In the 

past, he has been right 75% times. 

3. Stock Market Trader: This person has observed 

the company’s stock price over past 3 years. He 

knows the seasonality trends and how the overall 

market is performing. He also has developed a 

strong intuition on how stocks might vary over 

time. In the past, he has been right 70% times. 

https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/ensemble-learning-and-ensemble-learning-techniques?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=introduction-ensemble-learning
https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/ensemble-learning-and-ensemble-learning-techniques?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=introduction-ensemble-learning
https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/ensemble-learning-and-ensemble-learning-techniques?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=introduction-ensemble-learning
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4. Employee of a competitor: This person knows 

the internal functionality of the competitor firms 

and is aware of certain changes which are yet to be 

brought. He lacks a sight of company in focus and 

the external factors which can relate the growth of 

competitor with the company of subject. In the past, 

he has been right  60% of times. 

5. Market Research team in same segment: This 

team analyzes the customer preference of company 

XYZ’s product over others and how is this 

changing with time. Because he deals with 

customer side, he is unaware of the changes 

company XYZ will bring because of alignment to 

its own goals. In the past, they have been right 75% 

of times. 

6. Social Media Expert: This person can help us 

understand how has company XYZ has positioned 

its products in the market. And how are the 

sentiment of customers changing over time 

towards company. He is unaware of any kind of 

details beyond digital marketing. In the past, he has 

been right 65% of times. 

Ensemble is the art of combining diverse set of 

learners (individual models) together to improvise 

on the stability and predictive power of the model. 

In the above example, the way we combine all the 

predictions together will be termed as Ensemble 

Learning. 

In this article, we will talk about a few ensemble 

techniques widely used in the industry. Before we 

get into techniques, let’s first understand how do 

we actually get different set of learners. Models can 

be different from each other for a variety of reasons, 

starting from the population they are built upon to 

the modeling used for building the model. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 In the existing system, in any industries 

that utilise turbines for the power generation that 

perform several rotations to provide the power 

required. When the turbine moves continuously this 

heads to the rubbing of the turbines and it will lead 

to insufficient and faulty output. Thus they are 

attaining the detection of the fault so that they can 

determine the rubbing deepness and solve it to 

make the turbine works properly without any 

disturbance to the output. But the existing system 

disappoints to perform better as it handles only one 

type of fault. In this case, they missed identifying 

the more faults and the severity of the faults as it is 

not sufficient in finding out the exact solution to 

the arising problem. Thus the existing needs more 

transparency to find all faults were identifying the 

problem in one area is not sufficient. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 In the proposed system, the quality of the 

steel material that is utilised for obtaining the big 

jet turbines is investigated. Thus for a healthy 

quality of the product, we must examine the quality 

before beginning the mass production in order to 

bypass the enormous mistake in producing the 

mass production of the product. A sole product that 

before delivered into the market has to pass 

through several quality checks.Like advancing 

through the different kinds and different levels of 

the quality checks. By practising a voting classifier 

in ensemble learning can optimize the product’s 

quality and can make further adjustments in the 

product. This voting classifier helps in determining 

the fault of the product after going through many 

quality checks. So when the design team when 

finding the fault they can decide whether to make 

minor changes and start the process or else the 

product is sent to the material management in order 

to mould the material and apply it for future 

production. Thus an efficient way of production is 

accomplished by the manufacturing team. 

 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

V. USE CASE DIAGRAM 
UML stands for Unified Modeling 

Language. UML is a standardized general-purpose 

modeling language in the field of object-oriented 

software engineering. The standard is managed, 

and was created by, the Object Management 

Group. 

https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/ensemble-learning-and-ensemble-learning-techniques?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=introduction-ensemble-learning
https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/ensemble-learning-and-ensemble-learning-techniques?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=introduction-ensemble-learning
https://courses.analyticsvidhya.com/courses/ensemble-learning-and-ensemble-learning-techniques?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=introduction-ensemble-learning
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VI. MODULES DESCRIPTION 
Module: 

1) Production 

2) Design 

3) Quality 

4) Material Management 

5) Admin 

 

● Production 

                  This module gives out the registration 

process for the production manager to log in to 

their respective work page. After this admin has to 

give access for the production manager to log in. 

Then manager login with the email id and 

password. Here there are furthermore sub-modules 

under the production module where the first is to 

request sufficient material for the production also 

this gives the form to upload the material 

requirement in kilograms. The next sub-module 

gives the required material with supplied and 

pending information. And this material 

management will be supplying the required 

material. In the initiate submodule, the production 

manager fixes the composition of the material for 

production. Then in production submodule displays 

the composition details where the production 

process is carried out and also manager can start 

the different types of the production process. The 

technicality submodule gives the physical 

properties for the producing material. After this 

production manager can log out from their page by 

using logout. In that login, the information of the 

production manager will be deleted from the 

session. 

● Design 

                In this design module, the registration 

process is initiated for the login purpose of the 

design member. Once the registration process is 

done then the admin has to give access for the 

design member to log in. After the login process of 

the designer, the page will be redirected to the 

home page of the design module. It also has the 

sub-modules where the first submodule has the 

form, in that produced material is partitioned to 

produce different types of design such as foil, 

sheet, coil, and bar. Also can give the dimension 

for the material to be produced. In dimension, the 

submodule table shows the dimension given for the 

different types of design such as kilogram, 

thickness, width, and diameter. The defect list sub-

module gives the table of information of the tested 

result with fault. In that designer can find and move 

the fault material either for redesign or for reuse 

from the production. In the redesign, the 

submodule designer can view the material allocated 

for redesigning. Finally, the designer can log out 

from their page by making use of logout, which 

removes the login details from the session.   

● Quality 

          This module gives the registration page 

where the quality tester can register for the testing 

of material quality. After the registration process, 

the admin has to give access to the quality tester for 

the login process. Once the login process is done 

the page will be redirected to the home page quality 

testing. It has a submodule test queue that shows 

the dimension details of the material along with the 

testing option. Once the tester has chosen the type 

and used the test option, the page will be redirected 

to where the tested output from different types of 

testing with the type of testing and value as output 

is displayed as a table. Also in that analyze option 

is given for analyzing the tested output for the 

material has whether fault or not, and also if there 

is any fault, the specific fault is categorized. After 

analyzing the output will be displayed on the new 

page and the tester must report the output to the 

designer by using the report link. Here also the 

quality tester logs out by using the logout module 

which removes the login details from the session. 

● Material Management 

                 In this module initially, the management 

team is login, then it will be redirected to the home 

page of material management. In the requested 

material submodule it shows the form where the 

management team can choose to view the requested 

material from the name and the request-id. Then 

the page will display the requirement of the 
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material in kilograms.Then management team can 

supply the material. Defects submodule shows the 

table contains the details of the tested value along 

with the test name and with the type of fault. In 

reusing submodule shows the table also gives the 

tested value with test name along with the type of 

fault but it is for the reusing process. The reusing 

process will start from the initial production 

process. After this, the management team can log 

out using the logout module which removes the 

login information from the session. 

 

● Admin 

                 In this admin module initially, the admin 

will log in to redirect to their home page. This has 

six sub-modules where three sub-modules are for 

accessing the production manager, designer, and 

quality tester, If the registration request from these 

modules is displayed, then the admin can access the 

respective person for authority to login. In tested 

sub module all the data from the quality testing will 

be displayed including material that has no fault 

with the type. And reuse submodule displays the 

table which has the quality tested details that are to 

be reused. Next, the redesign gives the tested result 

with the type where these materials going to be 

redesigned for further process. Finally, the logout 

process for the admin will be initiated by using the 

logout link where the session details of the admin 

will be removed. 

 

VII. RESULT 

 
 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
The voting classifier of ensemble learning 

helps to categorize the initial fault and the severity 

of the fault for the production of the material or 

product according to the client need. Thus we can 

produce the quality either by designing it another 

time or by reusing the same product by fashioning 

it and pushing it to the material management for 

another production. 

 

IX. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
The voting classifier of ensemble learning 

helps to categorize the initial fault and the severity 

of the fault for the production of the material or 

product according to the client need. Thus we can 

produce the quality either by designing it another 

time or by reusing the same product by fashioning 

it and pushing it to the material management for 

another production. This benefits in industry or 

company to improve their manufacturing process 

more efficient and in an optimized manner. For the 

next time, they can take advantage of this classified 

data to avoid future blunders. For future 

enhancements, we can improve the material or 

product quality by identifying the severity of the 

fault with the accurate percentage so that the team 

which is producing the product can utilize the 

severity in percentage and solve it according to the 

percentage and increase the quality of the product 

in delivering process. 
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